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Jesus answered them, “Is it not written in your laws that ye are gods’?” 
– John 10:34

“Rise to the occasion.” - anonymous
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Requirements for Time Travel

1) Through deep breathing - meditation, raising your frequency and focusing on your third eye 
the pineal gland, One can enter and move to any place on the TIMELINE  [infinitely] they 
desire.  By visiting an area many times over in the higher frequency of VRIL, One can study 
details from that time and place.

2) The practice of time travel reveals that each of us are capable of entering and moving 
through the sphere of consciousness that has been closed down by the manipulation of 
other alien species who have captivated us to the surface of this planet for their  own 
agendas.

If you wish to learn more on Time Travel using the VRIL Frequency, go to Onelight.com 
and order the VRIL Generator which comes with the VRIL Manual and directions for 
accessing the many portals of hyper space of  the planet. Time Travel is your right and 
privilege as a divine immortal being.
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Hitler’s  Death?

Since that initial period of the first Time Travel 
journey into Hitler’s bunker in May 2011, we 
have gathered collateral information and have 
been given new additional information which 
can be found in this report
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Scanning Hitler

I did not like looking at Hitler – as a young person neither as I became 
older – his energy made me feel distraught – betrayed by evil.

To scan him as a beginning step took some inner – fortitude – embrace the 
grace and take the tumble. This took two days to get through – I saw 
Hitler’s form as a lower soul, a criminal, as bad as any upside down lower 
soul that killed freely and dealt in drug contamination of his will.  I saw in 
his body the absorption of thousands of souls he had murdered – whole 
villages. Like the dark shaman chieftans of ancient Mayan civilization, he 
contained and enslaved their humanity to his spirit - binding them, 
deprecating them. These made up the captured  souls he had conquered 
and those souls who willingly gave themselves to him and his causes. I am 
seeing the number of 30,000 souls that he had massacred and now were 
in his body.
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Through whatever mental powers he is born with and 
through the agents of drugs, the amphetamines he used, Hitler has 
access to his mind where he senses he is the demi-god.  This comes 
even to greater focus when he survived the bomb – at the Wolf’s Lair.  

As the self proclaimed narcissist leader, he now believes he is 
impenetrable, invincible.  Indeed it appears there has been a divine 
intervention – one now that has protected him, that he may further 
tempt others into his ring of dark power. From where we sit we may see 
that the Hitler person is ever de-evolving into evil-ution using high 
technology given to him by the agents of the grays who are continually 
trying to set root in our genetic species. 

Hitler the Psychopath leader – who has experienced paranormal 
powers – believes he is a demigod chosen by the darker side of 
Nature’s powers – he absorbs vanquished souls into his body like the 
dark shaman of ancient days.
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Vision

Rituals in southern Europe. Grays moving information to him [Hitler’s group 
of supporters] to take root in the kingdom to be – anxiety of the grays is to 
perform quickly, their many ‘others’ with them – elementals: red specs [mind 
spirit implants into European sensitives, those with political influence]– these 
grays trying to set up a foundation in the planet – link in with actions of 
humans to their global acts - binding actions and DNA masking implanting -
is the result – through repetition of the use of ritual practices – dormant 
energies awakened- antediluvian.
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Entering the Location Via Astral Space 
[as a time traveler] 

I approach from the outside at 7pm. 
I am inside the bunker – a young man is looking at me – asking what am I 
doing here? – (implied -in this space – this sacred space) – I know his 
face [it is the bodyguard Rochus Misch] – there is something in his eye –
a plan is afoot?

I bow to him in the manner of: I am here for the evening’s event.  And walk 
through the open doorway into the darkness of the bunker.
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Hitler’s body guard: 
Rochus Misch

As the evening goes on I observe the following:
•A place like a den and further off of that a room likened to a pantry-or medical room; this is where there is a syringe – and what I believe is a tranquilizer for Hitler and Eva is being prepared by whom? A tranquilizer that will help with the transitio
•I am now sitting next to Eva inside Hitler- there is a positioning – a bullet to the back of Eva’s head
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Happier days of Adolph and Eva  
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The Wedding filmed for all to see.
The night before the assumed time of the dual suicide Eva gazes on the 
countenance of her new [loyal?] husband Adolph Hitler.

Is that the look of suspicion in her eye?
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Does Eva know, call it feminine intuition, that her new spouse has other plans 
in mind than their ritual combined suicide? Does Eva see Hitler’s true plan to 
escape his own ‘death’?
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Vision

As the evening goes on I observe the following:
A place like a den and further off of that a room likened to a pantry-or medical 
room; this is where there is a syringe – and what I believe is a tranquilizer shot 
for both Hitler and Eva is being prepared [by whom?].  A tranquilizer that will 
help with the transition(?), to allow the womb of the barracks to be penetrated 
from the outside by agents yet unknown, prior to the mounting enthusiasm of 
the still greater unknown loathsome allies bearing down on this now very 
vulnerable hut whose attention is centered on by all the minds and hearts of the 
many animals which make up the world jungle… so many screaming with souls 
yearning, seeking to tear into the mind of the demon called Hitler and arrest the 
death he has so masterfully as a demi-god cursed the planet.

I am now examining how and when – is Eva killed…as she goes into the coma 
caused  first the tranquilizer and then a poison - is Hitler sitting next to Eva? 
There is a positioning, the stage set – a bullet released from a pistol enters the 
back of Eva’s head. Blood drawn earlier [secretly stored] from Hitler during his 
daily sessions with his medical practitioner is then poured upon the seat. Some 
day forensic s would examine this blood and tell the world that it is indeed the 
DNA of Adolph Hitler.
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Berlin

Croatia
UKRAINE
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Vision

Hitler’s Journey from Berlin to the Ukraine: from Berlin in a small plane – along France’s coast, 
then train to Italy and to Croatia – then Uboat with other German officers of high rank to the 
southern portion of Italy. A Hungarian vessel, similar to a large muscle boat, stops the group and 
Hitler is extracted.  Hitler is then – taken in this fast boat approx. 45 feet in length with guns, 
hydraulics– the Uboat goes to South America with other German officers.  Hitler on the Hungarian 
ship goes past Greece, into the Black Sea up into Ukraine.
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Vision

[just before waking June 24, 2011] 

I see Hitler leaning on a striped mattress which is doubled over. He is in a locked 
chamber on the Hungarian vessel. I am looking at the hydraulics in the stern. It is a very 
powerful , very fast thick hulled ship. Hitler is in a uniform with markings (eagle wings), 
not a German uniform. I feel, and am shown, he has been badly hit to his belly, which is 
wet, almost fatal for a man of his age. He is groaning. Perhaps he is struck as he resisted 
his abductors in the Hungarian boat?  I see he has a Celtic cross and picture of  a boy of 
mid youth [17-18] dressed in fine white linen and gold hair. I see that the young man is 
different, not just human but of a different type, hybrid. Hitler is very fond of this boy; 
there is a relationship between Hitler and the boy. Though I sense the boy does not want 
Hitler, there is a distancing, like Hitler has failed the boy in his destiny.  

The thing that strikes me odd is that as Hitler groans leaning on the mattress, he has on 
his same bar mustache. It is then that I think that Hitler’s uniform which has several 
symbols on it [there is no swastika] represents the new military of those going into South 
America.  And he wanted to keep his signature mustache so that others would recognize 
their commander. Either that, or the ‘vision producers’ want me to recognize it was Hitler 
on the Hungarian vessel by leaving the mustache on?

Also why is it that the Hungarian vessel with a Russian agent, took only Hitler, why not 
the whole group? Was there some deceptive handling behind Hitler’s back by other 
German officers of high rank he confided in concerning his escape from Berlin?
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Proposed new Hitler’s residence east of Odessa in the Ukraine, following  World War II.
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Leslee Dru Browning wrote…

December 22, 2010 at 5:03am Report
For what it is worth, …it came to me he [Hitler] escaped 
'alive' to Russia...so I asked my pendulum and got a 
strong yes. 

He did not go underground, although he new some who 
did. I pick up the name White--White Russia? I also pick 
up cigar - no I think that is czar? Hitler lived to be 89 years 
old and he helped with other types of evil projects 
anonymously for the Russian government ...only 4 higher 
ups knew about this. New identity and look.
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Why it is no long reach 
that Hitler would go 
work for the Russian 
Intelligence after World 
War II?
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Because following World 
War I in Munich .. 
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Hitler  was a counsel in 
the Soviet Style Army 

Council
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Hitler [spelled Hittler]  received 19 votes a counsel in the Soviet Style 
Army Council

The battalion papers in the Bavarian State archive
Hittler spelled with 2 Ts -
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In April 1919 a Soviet styled  
government known as the  

Red Republic took control of Munich

Which set up Soviet style 
councils...these lasted two weeks… 
until the Fight Corp entered the city 

and a special commission was set up 
to purge the communists

…Hitler then joined this group telling 
them he knew who the reds were
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Time Travel into 
Our FUTURE
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In the depths of this planet under each great city of this planet exists another, 
bearing the star seed energy signature of the distant past. These crystal 
seeds inside the Earth are rising again and exalted within the covenant of the 
Holy Universe , will enter and thrive in the 5th dimension.
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In the book titled the Holy 
Science are described the yugas
which represent the division of 
ages as described in Hinduism.

By relating to this knowledge one 
may come to the belief that the 
magnetism of the Earth changes 
the nearer or further to a place 
called the Central Sun. By that, 
the closer one gets to the Central 
Sun the higher the virtue of 
Mankind on this planet. The 
further away the darker man’s 
thoughts and actions.
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CENTRAL SUN

Our Milkway Galaxy 
performs on a level 
of high or low levels 
of energy due to its 
position to the 
Central Sun.
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The BERMUDA  TRIANGLE
By the activation of this portal the future of space travel will reveal itself as 
the Children of Horus are reawakened and once again move in full 
manifestation of the Immortal Self, previously crippled by the nefarious 
secret dark forces of the past – which we are so presently still enslaved by.
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EXTERNSTEINE
is the seat of the 
Rama Empire in Northern Germany?
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Time Travel Exercise
Place: Externsteine, Northern Germany
Latitude: 51.86 Longitude: 8.91
Time in lateral chronology: 27,000 years in our past

Task: seek out artifacts that may symbolize ancient cultures, specifically the 
exalted time of the Rama Empire. Is this place one of the Seven Rishi Empires 
spoken of in ancient Hindu texts? Walk the area and then enter the time portal. 
Look about, take mental notes. Enjoy. When you return write down what is 
freshly in your mind.

1 Relax your body; sitting before your computer pick up your VRIL Generator 
and crystal.  Breathing deeply and steadily gaze on the satellite maps provided 
on the following pages, or open up Google maps online or in Google Earth and 
locate  EXTERNSTEINE in northern middle Germany.

2 With your posture up and lungs full inhaling and exhaling comfortably imagine 
you are in the location , and drift through the time loop into the vortex where you 
sense a tremendous amount of life.
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Where are we going? 
Embrace the Inner Self of 
Immortality
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Use the

VRIL Force 
Captivate it!
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Each generation seeks a new process of self awareness, self 
expression and a reawakening of their Inner Immortal Powers.

As we enter into viewing the new conflicts on the horizon we realize that 
our performance in knowing who we are and how to possess immortal 
energy increases in importance to us in each coming year.

By immersing oneself into the practice of meditation using what tools 
are  given, offered to us in our struggle to regain the lost ancient 
memories, we embrace and renew our once forgotten Immortal DNA.

This Immortal DNA gathered back to us, will allow us to walk again as 
gods, to pass into other dimensions, to easily time travel, to be in the 
Supreme One which ‘knows’ all there is to know.
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As we…raise our energy, wisdom is given to us – automatically. 
We pull the information from the Akashic Records which have been 
there since the existence of the universe. This information reveals 
that we have many places to go and know in Hyperspace and 
beyond. The heavens of this hidden knowledge is revealed to those 
who seek. Doubting and being vexed by the simplicity of its design  
is only natural in this quest. Further perseverance reveals trust in 
one’s inner ability to have true knowledge.

All Knowledge, peace and Immortal Power be granted to you.

-Onelight.com Publishing
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Go to onelight.com by pressing here


